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WOOD AS AN ENERGY SOURCE IN THE
TENNESSEE VALLEY REGION
Richard L . Doub
Division of Forestry, Fisheries, and Wildlife Development
Tennessee Valley Authority
Norris, Tennessee 37828

TVA has been working with wood energy production

production, and take advantage of additional available

systems for only a short time, but we have been

harvestable materials, the collective result would be

involved with forest development for many years, and

the production of some 7 to 15 quadrillion Btu's—

our experience has led us to believe in the viability

enough to significantly reduce the amount of oil

of using wood for energy production.

America has to import each year.

Commercial

forests of the Tennessee Valley region (125 watershed

Recognizing these potentials, and realizing that

counties, plus another 76 counties where TVA provides
Power) occupy some 30.5 million acres.

utilization of this resource also could provide the

The annual

total tree growth from these lands is about 2.3

impetus needed to stimulate improved management on
millions of acres of now poorly managed rural lands

billion cubic feet of wood— equivalent to 38 million
tons of coal in heat value.

across the Nation, TVA set out to study and demon

Conventional forest

products now consume some 580 million cubic feet of

strate ways of producing, harvesting, and using this
wood resource in the production of energy.

wood annually, and allowing for a 2 percent buildup
TVA's work is comprehensive and designed to complement

tn inventory, a residual of some 1 billion cubic feet

its program for effective utilization of solar energy

could be used for expansion of conventional wood-using
industries and energy.

systems.

If the conventional wood-using

industries double their use of wood resources, the

production to the ultimate use of biomass material.

current forest biomass growth in the Valley region is

TVA is looking at several alternative ways to use

still sufficient to supply some 15 million coal-tonequivalents of energy (nearly one-third quadrillion

biomass for supplying heat and cooling for resi
dential, commercial, institutional, and industrial

Btu's), or about bo percent of the coal energy used

use; generating electricity; and producing chemical

in TVA's steam plants (TVA's 12 coal—fired steam

feedstocks.

Plants burned 37.b million tons of coal in calendar
year 1977).

The major objectives are to develop, test,

demonstrate, and promote technologies— ranging from

Through the introduction of improved

PYROLYSIS

forestry practices in the Valley, it is realistic to

A pyrolysis demonstration is being undertaken on a

expect at least a 50 percent increase in forest

small college campus in east Tennessee.

growth, thus making an even greater volume of wood

In this case,

TVA is working with Maryville College in cooperation

•vailable for energy.

with the Appalachian Regional Commission to change the

On a national perspective, if we in this country were

school's heating system from oil and gas to wood.

able to bring together the logging wastes currently

Pyrolysis converts wood at very high temperatures and

being left in the forests, combine them with indus

in the absence of oxygen into charcoal, a heavy oil,

trial wood residues, implement some intensive biomass

and a low Btu gas.
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The focal point for the

demonstration is a small-scale wood pyrolysis unit,

using the resource.

which is being installed at the college's physical

be more easily and economically transported to the

plant.

consumer than the original wood resource.

Maryville College currently uses natural gas

and oil to heat its 5^+6,000 square feet of space and
meet its hot water needs.

The fuel materials would also

LAND BETWEEN THE LAKES

Because of rising fuel

costs and the uncertainty of oil and gas supplies,

At TVA's Land Between The Lakes, a 170,000-acre

the college asked TVA's help in looking at wood as an

recreation and environmental education center and

energy source.

demonstration area in western Kentucky-Tennessee,

After several months of investigation,

TVA and the college agreed to test and demonstrate a

is planning a comprehensive demonstration of energy

new pyrolysis technology that was developed in

alternatives.

Pennsylvania.

abundant forests, wood is receiving primary attention

The equipment being used at Maryville

produces about ho million Btu's per hour.

Because of its rural setting and

as an energy source.

Other

From this demonstration, TVA

available pyrolysis equipment produces on the order

will learn and show how to use wood effectively for

of 150 million Btu's per hour— much too large for

space heating and cooling, generating electricity,
and propelling vehicles and heavy equipment.

Maryville College's needs.

Though

the work there has Just begun, a number of projects
The Maryville College System's output will be
are well underway.

A small office-type building was

approximately one ton of charcoal, ll*0 gallons of
recently completed, and it is being heated and cooled
oil, and 8 million Btu's of gas for every three tons
with wood.
of wood consumed.

A conventional off-the-shelf furnace and

It has an energy conversion

efficiency of about 85 percent.

absorption chiller is being used.

This system has a

The gases and oils
capacity of 1*0,000 Btu's per hour for heating and

produced will be used in the existing boiler to
36.000 Btu's per hour for cooling.
substitute for the natural gas and oil previously
used to heat the entire campus.

Wood stoves have been placed in several buildings as

The charcoal

byproduct and some of the oil produced will be sold

primary or supplementary heat.

to produce energy at other locations.

central administration building, an office building

Char, a major

These include the

byproduct of pyrolysis, is one of the best solid

at the maintenance complex, wildlife check station,

fuels known.

and other buildings scattered through the area.

It is very clean and can be burned as a

solid fuel or can be blended with oil or coal.

sophisticated and innovative systems are being

Blending with oil and coal not only increases burning

examined and planned for the near future.

efficiencies, but also tends to reduce sulphur

The demonstration will also show how to grow and

emissions.

harvest large quantities of wood in harmony with

TVA expects to use some of the charcoal

More

in cooperation with Oak Ridge National Laboratories

major recreation, environmental education, and

to experiment with technologies to use the charcoal

wildlife programs.

as a solid fuel and as activated carbon.

Land Between The Lakes are very important because of

The preliminary economics appear favorable.

These kinds of demonstrations at

the educational mission of the project.

The

Over 1

million people visit the area annually now and the

college is currently using 21*0,000 gallons of No. 2
fuel oil and 18 million cubic feet of natural gas at

potential is much greater since some 16 million

a cost of $127,000 in 1977.

people annually visit the five-county area surround

Through the use of this

system, Maryville expects to save at least $30,000 on

ing Land Between The Lakes.

its annual fuel bill.

upon completion of the project, some 5 million

In addition, the college has

Thus, we estimate that

people will annually inspect these innovative

a commitment for the surplus char at $50 per ton
which could generate another $ 235,000 annually for

demonstrations, thus increasing their awareness of

the college.

the Nation's energy crises and possible solutions.

The unit will become operational during

the 1978-79 heating season.

HIGH EFFICIENCY DIRECT COMBUSTION

The unit at Maryville is transportable on a 32-foot

In still another area, work is proceeding to test

flatbed trailer, and could be moved to the forest

and demonstrate the latest and best technology for

where logging slash and other underutilized wood

direct wood combustion systems, some of which produce

could be converted to gas, oil, and char. Using the

200.000 to 500,000 Btu's per hour at 80 to 90 percent

unit in this manner increases the flexibility for

efficiency.
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The technology has been pioneered by

scientists and engineers at the University of Maine.

electricity.

The system is completely automated.

evaluate data and results more fully to determine

It is thermo

statically controlled, self-starting, has an automatic

TVA plans to continue this effort and

more fully the benefits.

chip feed, and reaches temperature of above 1,800
While these are only a sample of TVA's activities in
degrees Fahrenheit.

The stack gases are reduced to

this area, they represent a trend for the future, a

95 degrees, and are pollution free and ash content is
only about 0.5 percent by weight.

future that dictates that our best ingenuity be used

The system offers

to capitalize on all feasible alternative energy

much potential for small commercial and institutional
uses.

sources.

Plans are being made for such a system for use
BIOGRAPHY

in public schools in Morgan County, Tennessee, a
typical rural county with a total population of

Richard L. Doub is Chief of Planning and Management

around 13,000.

Services in Tennessee Valley Authority's Division

If the system works here, it will

demonstrate an efficient cost-effective system for

of Forestry, Fisheries, and Wildlife Development.

conservation with direct benefit potential for

He is now Chairman of the Task Force on Forest

economically depressed areas in the Nation.

Biomass as an Energy Source for the Society of

Systems

to use the same high efficiency combustion technology

American Foresters.

for smaller installations in buildings such as homes

Doub was appointed a Princeton Fellow in Public

are being developed by Dr. Richard Hill at the
University of Maine.

Affairs at the Woodrow Wilson School of Public and

The smaller systems will

International Affairs at Princeton University in

require a heat storage medium since rapid high

1966, and has been involved in TVA's investigations

temperature combustion is the secret to obtaining
the pollution free high efficiencies.

into the use of wood as an alternate energy source.

TVA will be
He holds a bachelor's and a master's degree in

testing and demonstrating to the public these and

forestry from Purdue University.

other new technologies as they are developed.

He was employed by

TVA in I960 and previously worked two years in the
SMALL TOWN DEMONSTRATION

pulp and paper industry and served three years in

Another project on the drawing board involves a

the Corps of Engineers.

comprehensive effort to work with a small rural
community (population 1,U00) in the development of
a plan for total energy independence.

The concept

involves state-of-the-art energy conservation and
solar applications coupled with management of a
community watershed and other rural woodland
resources to produce wood for fueling alternate
energy mechanisms.

The end result will be economic

savings to the small community, increased Jobs,
improved land management sensitivities, and
increased awareness of alternative energy sources
and possible lifestyle adjustments.
WOOD STOVE DEMONSTRATION
in 1977, a local electric utility and two major
manufacturers Joined TVA in placing 90 energy
efficient wood stoves in homes for the purpose of
determining economic benefits and problems associated
with using wood for heating in a contemporary home.
Preliminary results indicate a few problems, but the
savings were substantial.

Homeowners were able to

reduce their electrinal consumption 1*5 to 70 percent.
Such installations are particularly significant to
TVA when they help reduce peak load demands for
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